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§ O, Introduction 
Abstract logic is a relatively new subject which stands in relation to 
model theory roughly as model theory stands to modern algebra, or as 
functional analysis tands to classical "'hard" analysis. It attempts to 
bring some kind of order to the whole study of generalizations of the 
lower predicate calculus. 
The first results in abstract logic were obtained by Mostowski [ 18] 
and were greatly strengthened in Lindstrbm [ 13] and [ 14] ([ 14] is the 
paper to read), kindstr6m's results characterize the lower predicate cz~!- 
culus in various ways, For example, one result states, roughly speaking, 
that L,~, is the largest logic closed under A. -3 and satisfying both the 
downward L6wenheim -Skolem theorem and the Compactness theorem. 
Results of this kind have practical significance. They tell the working 
model theorist hat certain strengthenings ef  L~,~ are just not possible. 
Results of this kind are even mote helpful, it seems to us. when ob- 
tained about logics which are more problematic than the lower predi- 
cate calculus, logics like L,~,~ and L~,,,. 
Results obtained in recent years shcw that Lto~w is a well behaved 
logic: cf, Keisler [ lOl tot an up to date account. Might not L,~j, o be 
just a fragment of some more powerful but equally well behaved logic 
L* ? For example, Kreisel l I 1 ] has questioned the ~:ationale for consider. 
ing only those propositional connectives which can be built up from A 
* The re~arch for thi~ paper was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-27633. 
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(countable conjunction) and -1 (negation). For L,.,o this choice is not 
problematic since there :A and 7 are truth functionally complete. For 
L~t,., we no longer have this reassurance. This is one of the problems 
partially solved by the main theorem of this paper. 
As a second example, consider the failure of the interpolation theorem 
for L.~,,,. As Malffz [ 161 observed, there are sentences dR,  S) and 
$(R, T) of L**,~ such that 
~(R, S) ~ $(R, T) 
is ~ogically valid but such that no sentence r/(R) of L..~ is such that 
both 
9(R, S) -~ r/(R) and ~(R) - $(R, T) 
are logically valid. As pointed out in Kreisel [ i 1 l, the significance of 
this result depends on one's belief that L~.~, is a natural logic. Perhaps 
there is a natural logic L* stronger than L**~, for wbich the interpolation 
theorem holds and it just so happens that the rRR) sought above is in 
L*-L**~,. We show (in (2.11 ) that there is no such L" which is absolute. 
The basic definitions of 'abstract logic" and "'abstract absolute logic" 
are given in section 1, toge,:her with several examples. In section 2 we 
establish a number of model theoretic results for these logics, thereby 
giving a general form to results which are known for specific logics. 
The main result of the paper is the first theorem of section 3. The 
results of section 3 give various characterizations of the logics L~. w and 
L~, o for cardinals ~: > co. Applications to the examples of section 1 are 
discussed. The first part of section 3 is independent of section 2. 
The appendix is a grab bag of preliminaries, most of which will be 
familiar to the reader. 
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§ 1, Basic definitions and examples 
A language L is a set of  relation, function and constant symbols. A 
structure for L, or L-structure. is a pair ~ll = <M,f> where M is a non- 
empty set and f assigns to each symbol of L an interpretation of the 
appropriate kind. For example if R ~ L is a binary relation symbol then 
f (R)  c__ M X M and we write R ~ instead of f (R) .  (For the sake of definite 
ness we assume that n-ary relation symbols are sets of the form (0, a, n), 
n-ary function symbols are sets of  the form ( 1,a, n) and constant sym- 
bols are sets of  the form (2,a).) We use K, L, K 0, L 0 .... as variables over 
languages. If K c_ L and ~ = (M,f) is an L-structure then we use ~l I" K 
to denote ,,lie K-structure ~M,f ~ K> which is the reduct of ~ to the 
language K. 
An abstract logh" tbr a language L is a pair (L*, ~ *) where L* is a set 
(or proper class) of  objects called ~ntences of L* and 1=* is a relation 
between L-structures and sentences of L*. We call ~* the satisfaction 
relation for L* and always assume that it satisfies the following basic 
isomorphism conditio~: 
if ~.~*~o and ~- t~ then 9~*~p 
for all sentences ~o f L* and all L-structures ~ and ~.  (~ ~ ~2 means 
'~ and ~J! are isomorphic.) We often suppress the satisfaction relation 
and denote a logic (k*, ~*> by L*. At other times, when the depe.,adence 
of  ~* on L is important, we make this explicit by writing ~.  
Let T be a fixed true set theory containing the Kripke-Platek axioms 
KP for admissible sets (cf. A3 and A4 of  the appendix). KP allows one 
to define functions by recursion over e so that the usual syntactic and 
~mantic definitions can be carried out in T. For example, T might be 
ZFC or some even stronger theory. 
hnagine a logician ,~ using T as his metatheory for de~ ining the basic 
notions of a particular logic (L*, i=* ~. When is it reasonable for us, as 
outsiders looking on, to call L* a "first order" logic? If the words "first 
order" have any intuitive content it is that the truth or falsity of 
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should depend only on ,p and ~,  not on what subsets of M may or may 
not exist in .,~'s model of his set theory T. In other words, the relation 
~* should be absolute for models of T (cf. A5). What about the predicate 
~pE L* 
of ~0? To keep from ruling out L,,,m,, (the predicate ~ L~,  is not 
absolute since the notion of  countable is not absolute} we demand only 
that the notion of  L*-sentence be persistent tbr models of  T: i.e. that 
if ~0 ~ L* holds in ~'s model of T then it should hold in any end exten- 
sion of  it. These remarks, together with tile Feferman-Kreisel charac- 
terization of persistent and absolute predicates (cf. A5), lead us to the 
following definition. 
1.1. Definition. An abstract logic (L*, ~*> for a language L is absolute 
relative to T i f  there are Z z predicates R(x,y) ,  S(x,y, z) and a II I predi- 
cate P(x,y,z) such that: 
( l )  for all ~p, ~o~ L* i f fR(¢,L) ;  
(2a) for all ~o@ L* and all L-structures ~OL ~ ~* ¢ iffS(~,~p, L), and 
(2b) the following is a theorem of T: 
"For all languages z, all z-structures 2~, and all ~ such that 
R(~o,z), S( ~ ,  ~o,z) iff P(~,~, ~,z)". 
Condition (1) states that L* should be T-presistent, (2) that the relation 
~* is T-absolute. 
1.2. Examples. We assume that the reader is familiar with tile logics 
LKh for cardinals K,X, K >_ ;k _> co. and L®x. The logics L,.~, L,~,, and 
L w. are not absolute relative to T, no matter how strong T is. This 
will follow, for example, from Proposition 2.1. 
1.3. Example', Second order logic L 2 and weak second order logic L w 
have the same syntax, but the definition of the satisfaction relation is 
different. For L 2 the set variables range over arbitrary subsets of the 
structure ~/,  while they range over finite subsets for L w. L w is absoiute 
relative to KP + Infinity but L 2 is not absolute relative to any T, again 
by Proposition 2.1. 
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1.4, b~x'amph,, Let cK be a class of  L-structures closed under isomorphism. 
We define L**w(cg) to be the logic (L ' ,  ~*) whose sente~ces are just 
those of L~w but where ~* is defined by: 
~ '~ iff ~l~c~ and ~ ~¢.  
IfcK is A ! relative to T0.e .  there are ~v i and I1 i formulas which define 
e ¢K and are provably equivalent in /3  then L~ (oK) will be absolute 
relative to T. We are particularly interested in the case where E is a 
binary relation symbol, L = (E} and CK is the class WF = { '.~ : E '~ is 
well-founded }.WF is A 1 relative ~o T provided the following is a theorem 
of T: A relation E is well-founded iff there is a function r: domain 
(E) -~ ordinals uch that aEb implies r(a) < r(b), 
! .5. Example. We give a non-standard example for the reader familiar 
with forcing in nlodel theory as in Barwise-Robinson [4]. We take as 
our set L* all sets of sentences of Lw~ and define, for O ~ L*, ~ ~* O 
iff ~.~2 is O-generic. (L*, ~*> is clearly an abstract logic; it turns out to be 
absolute relative to KP + Infinity since we can carry out the results of 
[4] in this theory. This has amusing consequences, as we will see in 
section 3. 
1.6. Example. The language L~G. This is a very interesting logic which 
can express ome things not expressible ven in Lo,.o, but which is still 
absolute relative to KP + Z 1-separation, hence relative to ZF. The for~ 
mation rules are just like those for L~. w with the following addition: 
if ~Pn(xl ""xpn, Yl "'" Yk) is a formula of L~c with all the free variables 
displayed then 
"~¢XI3X2VX3... V ~n(Xl ""Xp n, Y l .." Yk ) 
and 
VXI3X2VX3. . .  A ~On(xi...xpn,yi...yk) 
tl < to 
are formulas of  L .~ with free variables y I ... Yk. The satisfaction relation 
is defined in the natdral way in terms of  winning strategies for an infinite 
two person game as in Keisler [9]. (Looa is a sublogic of  Keisler's L(~o), 
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but L(to) is not absolute.) This definition of  satisfaction does not 
appear absolute, but using Moschovakis' analysis [ 17] in terms of  
inductive definitions, it is easy to see that it is absolute relative to 
KP + Zl-separation. This result can be very useful for showing that 
statements are absolute for ZF. It is a gener, dization of  the final theorem 
in section 1 of Silver [20]. I f¢  ~ L®6 has ~ to subformulas we say 
~p E LtotG. Notice that 
73Xl . . .3Xn. . .  A Xn+lEX n 
n<t~ 
is a sentence of L~,Ic. Takeuti [21 ] gives an example of a sentence ¢ of 
L,,,~ a not equivalent to any sentence of L : ~ ~ ¢ iff <~ is well- 
ordered of order type a + a for some a. 
A final word belbre turning to the theory of absolute logics. One 
should not fall into the trap of thinking of  absolute logics as somehow 
better than higher order logics, any more thaa one would think of  fields 
as better than rings. The goal of this paper is to show that the informal 
notion "first order" can be exploited in a way that leads to an interest- 
ing and fruitful theory, a theory full of  practical significance to anyone 
interested in strengthening the lower predicate calculus. 
2, Some s~ft model theory 
• § 2. Some soft model theory 
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Let L be a countable language and let L* = ~ L*, ~*> be a fixed logic 
which is absolute relative to the true set theory T. We propose to 
establish a number of model theoretic facts about L* which follow from 
the fact that L* is absolute relative to T, thus giving a general form to 
results already known for specific logics. 
For ~o ~ L*, the cardinal number II~o'1 = ITC(¢) I (cf. A2 of  the appen- 
dix) is an abstract version of the number of subformulas of ¢. Thus, we 
define 
If L" = L,,,~ then L~ = L~.  If L* = L ~(WF) we write L~,o(WF) for L~. 
in the following proofs we use R, S, P for the predicates given by 
Definition 1,1, For a fixed L we write R(x), S(x,y)or  P(x,y) for 
R(x, LJ, S(x,y, L), or P(x,y, L) respectively, Since iLl < w, we may 
assume that L ~ H(to l) with_~ut loss of generality; cf. A.2 for the defin!,- 
tion of H(~:) for any cardinal ~:, 
2. I, Proposition (Downward L6wenheim-Skolem theorem). Let ~ be 
a stmctu~vfor L, X c ~,  IXi <_ ~: <_ ~.  Let • be a set o f  at most ~¢ 
sentes',ces of  L ., There is a substructure ~L~ o of  ~ o f  power ~ with 
X c .~1~ o such that )'or all ~o ~ ,~, 
~2~ * ~o if  and only if ~o  ~" ¢ .  
Proof. We can assume that I XI = ~:. Let ~, be a cardinal such that 
~ It()0 and consider the structure 
where ~,  X, • are treated as individual constants. Let 
,~1[ = <A,e tA,  ~,X,~)  
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be ah elementary substructure of  ~ of power ~: with X u {X} u 
TC((L}) u "IC(~I,) c. A. Let ~0 be the substructure of 2~ whose domain 
is M n A. W~ need to show that for all ~0 ~ ¢,  
~* so iff ~0  ~* so" 
Let 
9.( = <A',¢, ~' ,X ' , ( I ) ' )  
be the unique structure isomorphic to '~l with A '  a transitive set. 
The isomorphism f :  A ~ A' is given by 
f(x) = {f(y) :y  ~x  hA}.  
Since TC((I)) c_ A, f (9)  = 9 for all 9 E q) and ]~ff,) = (P: i.e., (l)' = (b. Also, 
f induces  an isomorphism between the structure ~o and $1'= f(~01). 
Let SO~ ~. If ir~ ~* SO then S(~t~,9) and hence ,~ ~ S(~,SO) by L6~2¢'s 
theorem (of. A7). Thus ~1[ ~ ,~(~, SO) since '~I -< @ and .~I' ~ S(j't~l~ ),f(9)). 
But S is Z1, f(9-~) = ~ ' ,  f(SO) = SO so S( 2r/' SO) is true. Thus ~ll' ~* so and 
hence ~o ~* so since 9-~o ~ '-Ji'. (This is the first of  many times we will 
use the basic isomorphism cgndition for logics.) If ~1l ~* so then we use 
-IP instead of S to show that ~)2 o 1 ~* so. 
Let us write Hanf (L*) for the least cardinal number h such that if a 
sentence SO of L* has a model of  power h then it has arbitrarily large 
models, provided such a ?~ exists. Hanf's argument shows that if L* is a 
set then Hanf (L*) exists. 
2.2. Examples. A recursion theoretic description of  Hattt'(L~ ) for 
arbitrary x is given in Barwise-Ktmen [3]. lf• = e i this reduces to the 
well-known Hanf(Lu~) = ~,ot- Let <L*, ~*) be the forcing logic of  
Example 1.5. Shelah has shown that Hanf(L*) = ~,ot- This will follow 
from the above and results in section 3. 
2.3. Example. The main point of  introducing L,,w(WF) is for the dis- 
cussion of Hanf numbers. By adjoining Skolem functions we see that 
every sentence of LK,,,(WF) is equivalent, in an obvious sense, to a uni- 
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versal sentence of Le,~,~ so that results in Silver [ 1 9] give Upper bounds 
for Hanf (L~,~(W,~) in terms of Ramsey cardinals. This in turn gives an 
upper bound for l tanf(L~) by the result below, this in spite of the fact 
that L" may be a logic like L~,t; which is much stronger than L~,~(WF). 
2,4. Proposition. (Upward L6wenheim-Skolem theorem) Let k = 
ttanf (L~(WF)) .  I f  the sentence ~o f  L*~ has models o fal l  infinite 
powers less than k, then ~o has models oJ'all powers. Hence/-[anf (L~.) _< ~. 
Proof, The second conclusion follows from the first and Proposition 2.1. 
It is well-known and easily checked that k = .~ x and ~ _> ~:. For each 
a E fl(v~) let ~Oa(O~ be the fonmda 
Vxl?~Ev~-~ V so~,(x)i 
b~a 
and let 0 be the following conjunction, where w = TC({¢))" 
A 3o¢,go).  
~IE ~' 
Let 7/be the conjunction of the following sentences: 
(1 )0 .  
(2~ ~o[ ~k ¢(o) ^  V~3 &~ ( 1 93l I >- a ^ S(~31, v))] , 
(3~ "extensionality", 
(4) "'every set has a rank". 
Since ~0 has models of all powers < k, V x, the set of sets of rank < k, is 
a model of ~'.'Hence r?has welFfounded models (A, E) of arbitrarily 
large power. Given a,'ardinal 6 let (A, E> be a model of r /o f  power 
>_ 3~.. We may assume thatA is transitive and E = e I'A. Since A is so 
large, A ~ R(5) so there is an x ~ A - R(6). The rank of x is an ordinal 
e E .4, a > 6 so 5 ~ A. By (2) there is a model ~l ~ A such that 1 931 1 >_ 6 
ap.d S (~,  ~0) holds in A. Thus &~l t =* ~o since S is E I, The conclusion 
follows from Proposition 2.1. 
Since L®~(WF) is absolute relative to strong enough T, the upper 
bound given in Proposition 2.4 is, in some sense, best possible. 
We write ~ll "~L* ~l~ if for all ~ ~ L*, ~J.1l ~* ~ iff ~ ~* ~p. If L* = Lo.~ 
we write ~ z.~,o ffl for M ~L* N. The following result is rather surprising 
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since (if T is strong enough) there are certainly logics L" absolute relative 
to T which are much more powerful than L**,~; .~.g., the logic L~.c,. 
2.5. Proposition. I f  ~ =~ ~ then ~ "~L* ~1t. 
Proof. Let us write 9.~ ~p ~ if there is a set of  partial isomorphisms 
having the back and forth property, as in [2]. Karp's theorem (Theorem 
3 of [ 2] ) shows that ~ ~-.0,, 9~ if and only if ~ ---v if/" The predicate 
x ~p y is 2; l . Now suppose that there are structures glL 9~ such that: 
9~ ---p 9~ and for sgme ~p ~ L*. 2~ I =* ~0 and ffl ~=* ,,o. 
We can rewrite this as a Z i predicate using S and P, so it must hold lbr 
some countable ~ and 9~. But then $~ a ~i (see Theorem 2 of  121) 
and this violates the basic isomorphism condition on logics. 
2.6. Corollary. Suppose L = ¢J. A sentence ~ o f  L* is true in all infinite 
L-structures or in none. 
Proof. l fM and N are infinite sets then clearly M ~p N so 3t =~,o 
the result follows fror~ th~ above. 
N and 
An !mportant aspect of  the usual examples of logics has been ignored 
up to now, but it must be brought up if we are to discuss interpolation 
theorems. This aspect is the uniformity which exists in oassing from a 
language L to a logic like L,,~l,~. What one really has is a function which 
assigns to each language L the associated logic L,~ ~.  
A one-one mapping 7r of  a language L onto a language L' is a name 
changer if it maps n-ary relation symbols onto mary relation symbols. 
n-ary function symbols onto n-ary function symbols and constant sym- 
bols onto constant symbols. Such a name changer rt naluraity trans- 
forms an L-structure ~ = (M, f )  into an L'-structure 2~ defined by: 
~J~ = (M, fo , r  -1)  . 
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2,7, Definition, An operation * from the set of all countable lamguages 
L to logics (L*, ~)  is a system oJ'logics if the following hold: 
( I )  if K ~ L then K* c L* and for every ~o E K* and every L-structure 
'N, 
(2 )  if~r : L -~ L' is a name changer then for every L*-sentence ~o there 
is an (L')*-sentence ~p,, such ll~at 
for all L-strt'lcturcs ,.l)~. 
In specific examples % is gotten by replacing each symbol s of L by 
the symbol 7fist, Of our examples in section 1. only L~o(WF) is not a 
system of logics. 
Just as one sometimes denotes a function f by j"(x) we will usually 
d~.note a system * of logics by L*, 
2.8. Definition. A system L* of logics satisfies the interpolation theorem 
if the t\~llowing holds for all languages L 0, L l , L = L 0 n L l and all 
Ca ~ (Lot* and ~0j E (L I )* : 
if OK 0 n 9( i = 0, where 
OKi = ( ~'q 1' L : ~ is a ,  Li-structure and ~ ~* ¢i} , 
then there is a 0 ill L = such tl~at the class 
°K= (~l : ~ isan L-structure and ~ ~* 0} 
separates "3(0 and cg I (i,e,, contains one and is disjoint from the other). 
2.9.  Def'mition. A system L* of  logics is absolute relative to T if there 
are ~1 predicates R(x,y), Six, y, z) and a It 1 predicate P(x,y, z) such 
that the con,litions of Definition I, 1 hold for all languages L, and if 
the (L')*-sentence ¢,~ of Definition 2.7 can be chosen as a l~! r operation 
of  ~v and ~r. 
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2.10. Proposition. Let L* be a system o f  logics which is absolute relative 
to T and which satisfies the interpolation theorem. For any L and any 
L*-sentences ~o, ~ which t, ave models, but only infinite ones. ,here are 
L-structures ~,  9? o f  the same eardinaliO~ (<_ max {lt~pll, t~ ~ I1 }) such 
that 
~l ~ * 9 and 97 ~ * ~k . 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Let L o be the langaage L and let rr : L 0 -* L 1 
be a name changer such that L o n L l = 0. Let L = L o n L 1 = 0, Let 
~o 0 = ~oand ~o I = ~b,,. Let cKi = { ~ r L : 'J.~ is an Li-struclure and ~l~ ~" v~), 
Then qC 0 n cK l = 0 so there is an L*-seutence 0 such that the class of  
models of  0 separates cK 0 and °K l . "Fhis is impossible by Corollary 2,6. 
The bound on the size of  t ~1l I is a consequence o f  Proposition 2, ! applied 
to (L 0 u Li)* and ep = {~o0,~ol }. 
2.1 1. Application. Proposition 2,1C shows that there is no way to fatten 
L,.,o up to a logic which satisfi,:s interpolation and is still absolute, 
since the structures <co, <)  and (~o I, <)  are characterizable up to iso- 
morphism in L®, o . 
2.12. Definition. Let L* be a system of  logics. 
( 1 ) L* is closed under con/unctiot~ if tbr all L and all L*-serltences 
~o, ~ there is an L*-sentence 0 such tiaat for all 2i~: 
~-~ F*0  iff  ~1.1~*~o and ~1~ ~*f f .  
L* is effectiveO~ closed under conjunction i f  there is a Z t operation 
A (. ,  • ) which gives us such a 0 as a function of  ~o, ~. We write (~ ^  ~) 
for ^ (~o, ¢J), 
(2) L* is closed under negation if for all L and all L*-sentences ¢ 
there is an-L*-sentence 0 such that for all 
~*0 if f not (~* ,9 ) .  
L* is effectively closed ~mder negation i f  there is a Z 1 operation 7 (~) 
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which gives us such a 0 as a function of ,~,, 
(3) For any L, an L-structure ,.1)~ is releram to L* if 501 ~* ~o for some 
L'-sentence ~, 
(4) A sentence ~ of  L* is L*-ralid if ~.~ ~* $ for all ~ which are 
.,elevant to L*. 
(5) Let L * be another system of logics. L* contains L* (weakly) if for 
all L and all L*-sentences ~ there is an L*-sentence ~b such that for all 
L-structures ~ (which are relevant o L*) 
~*q J  iff 2~¢.  
L" e t]k, ctirely contains L + (weakly) if there is a Z l operation which 
gives us such a ff as a function of  ¢ and I.. 
Note that if L* is closed under negation then every L-structure is 
relevant o L*. The structures relevant o L ~,(WF) are just those 9X such 
that E ~ is wel~-tbunded. A structure ~)2 is relevant o the forcing logic 
of  Example 1.5 just in case ~ ~ 92 and ~l -~  ~ implies ~ is an Lw~ 
elementary nd~model of  ~L 
" 1 3. Proposivon. Let L* be a system o f  logics absolute relative to T --, t,.~ !
which contai:~ Lwt o , is closed under con]unction and satisfies the inter- 
polation theorem. Let < be a bina,y relation symbol o f  L and let ~ be 
any L*-sentence such that 
III ~* ~ implies <~ is well-ordered. 
There is a countable ordinal a such that <~ has order type at most a 
whenever ~.~ ~ * ~. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then using Proposition 2.1 we see that for all 
~t < co I there is a countable ~ ~* ~0 with <~ of  order type >_ t~. I t  is a 
well-known fact from recursion theory that there are disjoint Z~ subsets 
K I, K,  of  2 ~ which cannot be separated by any A~ subset of  2 ~ . (The 
bold face notation indicates that parameters X from 2" are allowed.) 
Using the equivalence of  :~I and ~; l over//(co I ) we see that there are 
Z l formulas RI ,R  2 such that 
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K i = {X C_ oo : R/H("~)(X)} 
= {XC__ o~ : RA(x)  for some transitive set A with X~A}.  
Let L 0 = (E, c} where E is a binary relation symbol and c is a constant 
symbol,  and let Lt = L u L 0 u (F, Lg} where fand g are unary function 
symbols and F is a binary relation symbol.  Using the hypothesis of  the 
theorem we see that there are (L~)~,~-sentences ~i such that 
K i = {X _c ¢.,~: for some Ll-structure ~,  2)/~* ffi, and 
<w,<,X> ~ ~ r L o) • 
Intuitively ~b i says that <M, F ~ ) is isomorphic to a transitive set (A, e> 
(this is where we use the first sentence of  tile proof)  with to E A, 
c c_ to, thatg  is an isomorphism of(M, E s~ ) and <w, F ~-~ ~' w} where w is 
the w o f (M,  F'~), and that ~ I= Ri(c). Note that every model of  ~ is 
countable. Suppose All I , 9.~1 2 are Ll-structures uch that ~ ~* ffi and 
I' L 0 = ~2 1' L0. Let ~ l  1' L o ~ <to,<,X) .  Then X~ K 1 n K 2 which 
contradicts K 1 n K 2 = 0. Applying the interpolation theorem we get a 
sentence 0 of  L~ such that the class 0£ = ( ~)t " 93~ an Lo-structure, 
~* 0} separates the disjoirt classes c~ l and ~2,  where ~ i  = 
{~ t L 0 : 9.)l an Li-structt~re, ~ ~* ¢ti}. But then K = (X c__ w: 
< w, e, X)~cK } is a A ~ class separating K 1 and K 2 . 
2.14. Application. LtolG does not satisfv tile interpolation theorem 
since it certainly satisfies the other hypothesis o f  Proposit ion 2, ! 3, 
but not its conclusion. 
2.1 5. Proposit ion. Let L,o ~ be a system o f  logics absohtte reb~tivc to T 
which effectively contains Lto~ and is efl~'ctively closed under con- 
junction and negation. Suppose fitrther that there is a ~ l predicate 
Pro(x,y) such that for all L and all L* -sentences to  I 
~o is L*-valid i f f  Pro(% L) ,  
Then the conclusion o f  Proposition 2.1 3 holds. 
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t Proof. Suppose that for some L 0 with < in L o and some ~oE ( 0),ol 
~ ~* ¢ implies <~ is well-ordered, but for every ~ < ~l  there is an 
9.1! (and hence a countable such ~l~ by Proposition 2.1 ) with <~ of 
order type ~ a, We use Theorem 2 i of k~vy [ ! 21 which states that 
there is a I11 predicate Qfx~ such that for any E I predicate Q'(x,y)  
and any b there is an a such that Q(a) ~ "q Q'(a, b). Examining the 
proof of this result we see that if b ~ tf(w t) then a ~ H(co l). Now 
given a ~ It(w ! ), Qfa) is true iff QA (a) holds for all infinite transitive 
sets A with a ~ A. This is equiv,-dent to the statement that ~b a ^ ~0~ Q(a) 
is valid, where ~ is the conjunction of the following sentences of L~t" 
(i) "'Extensionality for E", 
(ii) (well-foundedness) " f  maps the universe into the field of  < in 
such a way that xEy  implies f (x)  < .f(y)", 
(iii) A Vx[xEb~ V x=7"1. 
Here L = L 0 u (E, f) u (b- : b ~ TC((aD). Note that we can find ~a as a 
Z l operation on a by the hypothesis of ti~e proposition. But then we 
have Q(a) ~-,, Q'(a, (~o, L> ) for a certain ~l  predicate Q', contradicting 
our choice of Q. 
2.16. Application. Tile set of valid sentences of L,,,~ c is not Z I. 
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§ 3. Characterizations of L=~ and its sublogics 
A logic <L*, ~*) is strictly absohue if it is first order relative to KP 
or KiP + Infinity. The next result shows that L.w is the largest logic 
which is strictly first order. 
3.1. Main theorem. Let (L*, ~*) be a strictly absolute logic. For every 
> 6o and every L*~-sentence tpthere is a sentence 0 o]'LK~ such that 
F* ~ i f  and on& i f  ~ ~ 0 
for all L-structures ~.  In other words. L~ contains L*~ for  ~ > w. 
If we were only interested in the case x --- co 1 , then we couM prove 
this result directly using the interpolation theorem for L,,,t,,,. To prove 
the full result, however, we must prove somethi,~g even stronger. 
The first approach which suggests itself is to prove that given ~p with 
I1~011 =co we can find a $ which is constructible from ~o. and then using 
forcing to handle the uncour~table case. The diMculty is that while 
lholl = co is true, it may not t-e true in the universe o f  sets construc~ible 
from ~p so that one cannot just use the relativization of the interpolation 
theorem to this universe. Rather one must use the stronger form gwen 
in Barwise [ 1 ], Theorem 2.8. Given these difficulties, it is easier to 
proceed irectly and avoid forcing altogether. 
Let R(9, L) be the Z 1 predicate defining ¢ ~ L*. If A is a transitive 
set with L ~ A then L~t is the logic whose set of sentences i  
{9~ A : RA(~o, L)) 
and whose satisfaction relation is the restriction of ~* to this set of 
sentences. Since R is 2;1, L ]c  L*. Often one has I.~ t = L* n A. For 
example, if L* is A l relative to T O and A is a model of T 0 then 
L~I = L* n A. Another case is when A "<! V. Ill particular, ifA = fI(~.) 
where r > co then L~I = L* n A = L:, If L' is L.ow then we write L A for 
L~t. This coincides with the notation in Barwise [ 1 ] and ~leisler | lOl it" 
A is an admissible set since in this case L A = L®~ n A. Theorem 3.1 is 
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an immediate consequence of the following theorem. 
3,2, Theorem. Let (L ' ,  ~*) be a strictly absolute logic. I rA is an ad- 
missihh, set with to c A, L E ,4, then L A t'ontains L~. 
Proof. it suffices to prove that if A is a countable admissible set with 
to, L ~ A and ~o ~ L~ then there is a ~k ~ L,t which has the same models 
as ~p, for if there were an A for which this failed there would be a count- 
able one by Levy's theorem (cf. A.7) since the failure is equivale~t to a 
E i predicate of A. Let R, S and P be as in Definition 1.1. Since R is ~ 1 
we can write R(x ,y )  as 3zRo(x ,y ,z )  where R 0 is A 0. Since ~p~ L~t there 
is a b ~ A such that R0(¢, L, b) holds. Let K be the expansion of L ob- 
tained by adjoining the following new symbols to L: a binary relation 
symbol E, a unary function symbol F and new constant symbols ~ for 
each a E w = TC({w, L, ,p, b }) and another new constant symbol ~.  Let 
K A be the fragment K,,,o n A and let 0 ~ K A be the conjunction of the 
following sentences: 
(!)  AKP, 
t2) Ro(~, L, b), 
(3) Aa~wVxlxE-~  Va~ a x = ~t1, 
(4) F maps the universe 1-1 onto w, 
(5) ~l~ is an ordered pair (w,f> where f i s  a function with domain L 
such that (at ~-(c) hold: 
(a) An<w AR~I..R n.ary [f([~) is an n-ary relation r on ~ and for all 
a I ..,a,,, (F(a I )... F(a,, )) Er iff R(a~ ... an)l 
(b) An< w AG~LGn,ary [f((~) is an n-ary function g on ~ and for all 
a I ... a n, g(F(a I ) .., F(,~,~)) =F(G(a i ... a,,))] 
(c) Ac~t.t'(c) = F(c). 
It is intended that E should be used to denote e in all of  (1) - (5 ) .  We 
need two facts aboul the sentence 0 : 
(A) ~'or any countable finite L-structure ~ there is an expansion of  
to a K-structure ~ such that 92 ~ 0. 
(B) For any countable infinite L-structure ~t the following are equi- 
valent: 
(BI) ~r/t=* ~, 
(B2) For some expansion 9 /o f  ~ to a K-structure, 
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92 ~ 0 A S (~ l ,  ~o), 
(B3) For every expansion 92 of ~ to a K-structure, 
We are suppressing the constant L which actually appears in S(~,  ¢). 
Proposition (A) is really rather obvious so let. us prove (B). The implica- 
tion (B3) =~ (B2) follows from (A). To show that (B2) =~ (Bi)  let 
9/ ~ 0 ^ S(~,~o), where 92 is an expansion of  ~ .  Let B = sp(<N, E ~ >). 
Since 9/,t=_ KP, B is an admissible set by Lemma A.6. In particular, (c), 
since 
VxV~ [R(x) -~ (S(~Lx) ~ P (~,  x))l 
is a theorem of KP(+ Infinity), it holds in both 9/and <B,e>. We can 
assume that < N, E '~ > is an end extension of  <B, e>. By ( 2), to, L. ~o. b ~ B. 
In particular, R(~o) holds in <B, e> and ill <N, E '~ ). Let ~o be the inter- 
pretation of  the constant symbol L~ in the structure 3~. flto is an L- 
structure with universe to so 9.~ o ~ B and ~o --- ~ by (5). Thus to show 
St/~* ~oit sui'fices to show ~l) ~o. Since 92 ~R(~)^St~I ,~) ,  we 
have ~ ~ P(9~,Tp) by (O. Bl~: P is II 1 so <B,e) ~ P[ 9.~o, Sa]. Bt.'t 
<B,e> ~R[~o] so (again by (c)), <B,e> ~ S[~lto, sol. But S is Z l so 
S (~ o, ~o) is really true. I.e., ~o  ~* ~ as desired. The implication 
(BI) =~ (B3) is similar. 
Given a sentence 7/of K A be r/' be the resuit of replacing all the sym- 
bols of  K--L by new ones in a systematic way; for example, put a ' on 
each symbol of K -L .  Let 01 and 0 2 be the following sentences of K4, 
where r/= An<toVXl . . .VxnBy(y  ~ x I A ,,. a y 4: ,'On} ,says that there are 
an infinite number of  individuals: 
0 1 • rl A 0 ^ S(93~,~,  
0 2 • 0 -~ s ( , .~ ,~) .  
The only symbols in common to 0 i and 0'z are those of  L. It follows 
from (B) that 0 ! ~ 0~ is true in all countable structures and hence is 
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valid. Applying the Interpolation Theorem for K A (Theorem 2.8 of 
Barwise [ 1 ]) we geta  sentence ~k0 ~ LA such that (01 -* ~o) and 
(~0 "* 02) are valid. Translating, and using (B), we see that if ~ is a 
countable infinite structure then ~!1 ~* ~0 iff ~ ~ ~k 0. Now consider th,~ 
class 9~ of finite models of ~o with domain ~ to. Clearly c~ ~ A by A~- 
separation, For each 2~ ~ c~ we can effectively find a sentence 
o (~)  ~ L A describing ~ up to isomorphism. Let ~ be V~ ~x o (~ ) so 
that ff ~'~ L a and let ~k be 
(r~ ^  fro) v (-17/^ ~O l) . 
Then for structures 2r~ of  power <_ to, ~/ ~* ~o iff 2~l ~ q/. But another 
application of  L~vy's theorem finishes the proof:', for if there were a 
model of  one which was not a model of  the other, there would have to 
be a countable one. This completes the proof of  the theorem, 
Remarks, Just what is it about strictly absolute logics that makes 
Theorems 3. ! and 3.2 true? The crucial property of ~* and T = KP that 
holds for these logics but not for absolute logics in general is that ~* 
is a predicate P with the following property: for any model 9~ = (/14, E) 
of  Tand  any a I ..... a n ~ A = sp(~301), P(a~ ... a,~ iff ~ ~ P[a 1 ... an]. This 
is true because ~ ~ KP implies sp(~l ) W KP. We could thus generalize 
3.2 as lbllows: Let T be a tree set theory, KP c_ T, such that ~ ~ T and 
to ~ sp(~)  hnpiies sp(9.'~ ) ~ T. Let L* be a loeie absolute relative to T. 
Then for ato, admissible set A with co, T, L ~ A, ~'nd an), ~o E L~4 there 
is a ~ E L a with the same infinite models. This gentralization has the 
advantage that it helps isolate the two distinct roles Ki TM i ~, playing in 
Theorem 3.2. 
In what way does Theorem 3.1 solve KreiseI's problem of the pro- 
positional connectives mentioned in the introduction? Let # be some 
new propositional operation on countable families of countable sets of 
propositions, and let L~,~ be ;he closure of  L~t~ under #. Theorem 3.1 
sb, ows that either the notion of satisfaction for L,,,~ becomes o com- 
plicated that it is no longer absvlute for models of  KP + Infinity, or, # 
adds nothing to L,o t~, after all. See also Theorem 3.1 1 regarding this 
question. 
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3.3. Application. Let A be the smallest admissible set with to ~ A. 
Applying the theorem to L* = L" we see that for each sentence ¢ o1" 
weak second order logic there is a ~ E L, t such that ¢ end ~b hare the 
same models. This result was already known but we have achieved the 
distinction of replacing a direct "computational" proof with a Sel l  
proof. (This example shows that ~ > to is neces~ry in Theorem 3, I ,) 
3.4. Application. Let L* be the forcing logic of Examples 1,5 and ~ " 
l fA is an admissible set with 6o,t9 ~ A for some (9 ~ L,,~,,~ then 
Theorem 3.2 gives us a 0 ~ L A such that for all ,~1~, 
is 19 -generic iff ',1.~  0 . 
(A direct proof of this was already known to Macintyre and Shelah.) 
Thus, if there is a 19-generic structure of power .~,~ lk)r each c~ recul'slve 
in 19 then, by Theorems 1.8 and 2.1 of  Barwise~ Kunen [3j, there arc 
19-generic structures of all powers. 
3.5. Corollary. A class cK o f  L-structures closed under isomorphism is
axiomatizable by a sentence o]" L W ~ i f  and only i f  there is a predicate 
P(x, y ) absolute jor models o f  KP, and an a E tl( w I ~ sttch that 
ht this" case ~ is in fact cL~'iomagizabh' tLr a sentence ~g" L a for atO' ac- 
missible set A with ¢o, a E A, 
Proof. Modify tile proof of  tile Theorem 3.2 in the obvious way, using 
the E l and H i formulas equivalent to P instead of  S and P, 
In section 1 we ~w two examples of  absolute logics L" which are 
stronger than L,,,o, stronger in the sense that there are sentence ~ in L* 
not equivalent to any sentence 0 of  L~.  It is no accident hat well- 
orderings are definable in both of  these examples. 
3.6. Definition. A system L" of logics is bou~ded if for every L with 
< (a binary relation symbol) in L and every L'-sentence ¢ such tLat 
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<~ is well-ordered for all models ~ of ~, there is an ordinal ~ such 
that <~ hasorder type <_ a for all models ~ of  ¢. 
Lopez=Escobar ! !51 showed that the L,,~,~ is bounded, Some im- 
provements of this result appear in Barwise--Kunen [4]. The following 
shows that L~,~ is the "largest "'bounded absolute logic. 
3.7. Theorem. Let L* be a system o f  logics absolute relative to T 
which is bounded, closed under conjunction and negation, and such 
that for every countabh, set 0 o f  L,~,~-sentences there is a 0 ~ L* such 
that for all ~1~ 
~ ~ 0 ( land only i f  2ll ~* 0 . 
Then jot  every ¢ ~ L* there is a ~k E L which has the same models as 
Proof. We use tile back and forth characterization f---=~,, much as 
Lindstrom used the back and forth characterization f ---~,o~ in his proof 
of Theorem 1 in 1 14]. We thus assume, with ~luctance, that the reader 
is familiar with the first four sections of the expository paper Barwise 
121. In the proof given there of Theorem 6 we associate with each ordinal 
~, each structure ~l~ and each n-tuple s from ~ a certain formula 
~,s(O l  .., v,w) which has the property that for all ~ and all n-tuples t
from ~3~ : 
,~ ~ ~d :~ 9.1~ sit] iff (~,s )  =~ (,~t, t) 
A simple proof by !nduction on ~ shows that, given the way it is 
defined, there are at most -:1o. l possibilities for this formula, regardless 
of the structure ~l. Let us write tr~ for ,p~,s ff s -- ( ) is the empty se, 
quence, Thus, 
92~o~ iff ~-a  92 
Now let ~ be any L'-sentence. 
Case I. There is an ~ such that for all ~ ,  92 
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~f ~-~/=~.to 92 and ~.~/ ~p then 91 9 
We show that in this case ~has the same models as a certain sentence of  
L,,~, namely the sentence 
r c~ 1:::* 0= V~o  :~lt ~}. 
The above remarks on the number of  possibilities for o~ shows that 0 
is the disjunction of  a set oY sentences of  L~, o and hence is a sentence 
of L.o~o. Every model of  0 i:~ a-equivalent to some model of 9 and so is 
itself a model of  9, ty  the hypothesis of  case 1. Clearly every model 
Ot of ~0 is a model of 0 since o~ is one of the disjuncts of  0. 
Case 2. For every 0~ ~:here are structures $~, 92 such that 
=,.to 9 9/ 9 .  
In this case we sho~' that some sentence ~ violates the boundedness of
the system L*. Let us first show that for all o~ >_ 1191! there are structures 
~,92 of cardinality t~1 such that 
The predicate Q(~,  92,-~ g~ven by 
--ooO2 
is E t by a result of Karp [8] (cf. Theorem 5 of  Barwise [21) so by 
L6vy's theorem there are ~,  92 of cardinality <_ max (la t, 11911) = i(~ i. 
But if one of them, say 9.1t, had cardinality < lal then by Theorem 7 of  
[2], ~ =a_~ 9/implies ~ -0~,,~ 92 so, by Proposition 2.5, 92 ~* 9. 
Hence both ~ and 92 have cardinality 1(~ I. Now apply part 2 of  
Definition 2.7 to get a language K isomorphic to but disjoint from L 
and a sentence ~,, of K* such that 
for all L-structures ~.  Informally, we just use tr to rename all the sym- 
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bols in ~o, Let U be a unary relation symbol, < a binary, one and for 
each n > 1, I n be a 2n+l-ary relation symbol, and let L l = K u L u 
{U,<, I0` 1 t, I, .... }. Let ~ be the L]-sentence wifich is the "conjunction" 
of  the following: 
(i) ~, 
(ii) "t ~0,,, 
(iii) "< is a linear ordering of the set U", 
(iv) " I f  In(gi,x ! ... xn, v I ..- Yn) then ~ U and the map x i -~ Yi 
generates an isomorphism of the L-structure generated by (x 1... Xn } 
and the K-structure generated by {Yl --. Yn }", 
(v) " i f  In(~,x ! -. x n, Yl "" Yn) and ~'< ~ then for every a there is a 
b and for every b there is an a such that In+l(~',x ! ... x n, a, Yi ..-Yn, b)" 
(vi) "For every/3 ~ U, lo(/D". 
Let us first check that if ~J~ t=* ~k then <'~ is a well-ordering. Let 
~o = ( ~ t L), (i,e, the reduct of  ~ to L and then rename the symbols 
using 7r) and ~ l  = ~ t'K. Thus 92o and ~ l  are K-stnrctures, ~ ~* ~p. 
by (i) and 921 ~ -I%, by (ii), Thus ~0 ~,  92~, Suppose tha~ <~ i,,; 
not well-ordered, so that for some X c__ U , X has no <-first element. 
Let I be the set partial isomorphisms between 920 and 92~ generated 
by maps of the form 
Xl  -~ Y i ,  " " ,xm ~ Ym , 
where for some ~ E X, I m(/3, x I .-- X m, Y I '" Y m) holds in 97. Then I has 
the back and forth property so ~0 =-,a ~1 and hence ~0 -L* 921" 
This contradiction shows that <~ is well-ordered. But by the hypo- 
thesis of  case 2, or rather its immediate consequence which we obtained, 
there are models ~ of  "~ with <9~ as long as one wants. In other words, 
case 2 cannot arise since the system L" is bounded. 
3.8. Corollary. Let L*~t be a system oi" logics absolute relative to T, 
effectively containing L~ ~, effectivel,, closed under con]unction and 
negation and such that one of (a)  or (b) holds: 
(a) the interpolation theorem holds for the system L~t, or 
(b) there is ¢: ~ l predicate V(x, y) such that for all L and all ~ E L* ~, 
ep is L*-valid i f f  V(~, L) .  
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Then fo r  every L*~l-sentence ~o there is a sentence  0 o f  L~,~ wh ich  has 
the same mode ls  as ~o. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.14, 2.15, Theorem 3.7 together with the 
observation that the sentence constructed in the proof (of case 2 in 
Theorem 3.7) is still in L* since H(o~ I) is closed under Z I operations 
by L6vy's theorem. 
3.9. Quest ion Can 3.8 be improved to get 0 in L ~,,'> If so, then the 
• . tO  1 " 
final two results of this section would become obsolete. 
3.10. Def in i t ion.  A E~ 1 predicate Q(xt . . .  x n) is un i fo rmly  Z t if for ever3' 
a I ... a n and every admissible set A with oa, a~ ... a n E A 
Q(a I ... a n) implies QA(a  I ... a n) . 
The importance of uniform Z + predicates rests in the fact that every 
set primitive recursive predicate (cf. Jensen-Karp [71), being '~l in KP, 
is uniformly Z t and, by a theorem of Gandy, the unifornl -'~l predicates 
are closed under inductive definability. Thus, for extunple, any class 
defined as the smallest class containipg some set primitive recursive 
class and closed under some set priraitive recursive operations is uni- 
formly Z t . For example, the ch-ss of formulas of  L,,,t,,  provable using 
the Hilbert-style axioms and rules of Keisler [ 10], lecture 4, is uniform- 
ly Z I. The next result shows that if one can have a similar completeness 
proof for some extension L* of  Ltot~ ,, then L* is contained in Lw~,~ 
03 1 t , , /1  
after all. 
Thus, we assume for tile rest of  this section that L* is a system of  
logics absolute relative to T such that for each L: 
(a) if~p~ Lwtoa then ~o~ L* and ~ ~ ~0 iff 9+/~" ¢, for all ~ll: 
(b) for all ~o, ~ ~ L*, 0 = <A, {~p, ~k}) ~ L* and £~l ~ 0 iff ~ 1 =* ~p 
and ~ ~* ~b, for all ~1; 
(c) for all ~0~ L*, 0 = <-I,~o>~ L* and ~,~t ~* 0 iff not (£~l ~-* sg), for 
all ~ .  
In other words, L* actually extends L,o~,,, and has the same operations 
of  finite conjunction and negation as those of  L,,,~w (which we take for 
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convenience to be :*efined as in Keisler [ 7, lecture I I J. For example, L* 
might be L,~c; or 1.~ c . 
3.1 !. Theorem. Let L* be o,,me extension o f  L,o~,~ as described in the 
preceding paragraph, Suppose that for some uniformly ~,, ~ predicate 
Pm(x,y)  we hai,e ]br all L and all ~p ~. L* : 
Prv(~o, L) i f f  ¢ is L*-valid, 
Then for all L and all ~ > w,  L~w contains L** in the sense that every 
L*~-sentence has the sanze models as some L~-sentence. 
As tbr tile Main theorem we must prove a stronger esult, 
3.1 2. Theorem. Let L* amt Pro be as above. Let A be an admissible set 
with oa, L e_ A and h,t ~ ~ L~. There is a sentence ~2 o f  L a such that/br  
all infinite stnwtures 9~3, 
Proof. As before it suffices to prove tile result for countable A, which 
we can do because the interpolation theorem then holds for L 4 . We first 
replace T by. a recursive true theory T'; so that T' ~ A" 
(0) KP, 
(i) ¥Lv~V~IR~,¢,  Lt -* (S(&~, ~, L) *--~ POJ.~2, ~p, L) ~ ~ ~_ ,p)], 
(iii) VLV¢, ~ e L*V~I ~ ~* (A, {~, ~ }> *---* (~  ~* ~ A ~ #* ~)],  
(iv) VLV,# ~_: L* [Pro(~, L) ~ V'.Z.~(:t'w~ t * ~p)], 
Here we have used a tot of abbreviations and conventions. For example, 
quantifiers VL[...] should really be VL[L a language -* ,..], V~[. . . ]  
shot, ld be V~I[ '~ an L-structure ~ ...l, etc. Now let ~0 ~ L~. We wish 
to find a sentence of !.4 that has the same infinite models. Let L 1 e A 
be a new ranguage of the form L u {c0,c 1 .... } and let K be an expansion 
of  L not L l, obtained by adding E (a binary relation symbol), F (a 
unary function symboiL constant symbols ~,  ~, ~, ~ and constant sym- 
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bols a'for each a ~ TC({6o, T, L l ,~o,b}) where, as in Theorem 3,2, b is 
such that b ~ A and Ro(~, b). Let K a = K®~ n A and let 0 ~ K a be the 
conjunction of the following sentences: 
(I) AT',  
(2) - (5)  as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
(6) "~ is the sentence which is the conjunction of  
VxV x=c n 
t l  
and the diagram of M using b-r, to denote - "  
(7) S (~,  ~), 
(8) ~ is the sentence (~ ~ ~). 
(9) o is the sentence (~ ~ -t so). 
We again need two facts about the sentence 0; (A) as in Thcoren~ 3.2 
and 
(B) For any countable infinite L-structure ~.~ the tbllowing are 
equivalent: 
(Sl)  ~.~ ~* 
(B2) For some expansion ~i' of ~ to a K-structure 
~O ^ Prv(~,l ~ ,  
(B3) For every expansion ~ of 2~ to a K-structure 
if/~ 0 ~ Pro(r/, L I ) .  
Once we establish (A) and (B) we will be able to apply the interpolation 
theorem for K,~ as before getting a sentence of L A with the s~.,ne 
infinite models as ~o. As before (A) is rather obvious ince the theory T' 
has lots of countable transitive models. Let us establish (B2) =~ (BI). 
Thus let 9.~ be countable, infinite, ~ = 9t I" L where if/is a model of 
0 ^  Pro(r/, Ll), but suppose that ~3/1=* 7¢. te t  B = sp(O~,~ E~)). We 
assume that iN, E ~ ) is an end extension of<B, e). Let ~k, r/, o and 
~¢ = (~, f )  be the interpretations of  if, ~, ff a~d ~ respectively. Note 
that ¢,, r/, a, ~1t 0~ B, that rl is(O -* ~0) and u is(C, -~ 7~0) and ¢, is the 
-conjunction of  
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VxV x = C n 
and the diagram of ~l~ o using% to denote n. Furthermore, 99~ o _~ 9.~l, so 
tll o I=" q¢ .  Thus, o = (4 °* -1¢) is L~-valid so Pro(o, LI'} and hence 
Proe(o, L I ) since Pro is uniformly ~2 1 and B is admissible. Thus 
9~ ~ Pro[o, L l ]. But ~ i = S[~ 0` ~k] by (7), 9~ ~ S[9.~ o, ~ ~ -I ~] by 
axiom (i) of T' and ¢Jl ~ S[~l.i o. ~ -+ ¢], again by axiom (i) of T' since 
?t ~ Pro[(~k ~ ~'), L~ 1. Thus, by T', 9~ P S[']~ 0, ~Pl and ~ P S[~.q 0, --1 ~o1 
which contradicts axiom (ii) of  T', This contradiction shows that 
t~l P" ¢, A similar proof, using axiom (v) of T' anaong others, shows 
that if ~It ~* ~p :rod ¢~ ~ 0 then ~J~ ~ Pro[ ~ -* ¢, L! ]. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1 2. 
File reason that we can not get a sentence of L A with exactly the 
same models, as we did in Theorem 3,2, is that {.~)~ : t.~t ~* ~, ~ finite, 
~l~ c to } is no longer necessarily an element of A since the Z I and II l 
definitions of this set may differ on A. But this set is an element of any 
t t~)  for ~< > co so that we can conclude Theorem 3.11 from Theorem 
3. ! 2 by considering 
l~^ A Vxl . . .xnBy(y¢-. \"  1^. . .^y4=xn)  ] 
v [ V 3x I, . .  3.%Vy(y  =.v~ v . . . vy  =x  n) 
.q <. t,,~ 
^ V {o(~R) • ~'q ~* so,~ finite}] , 
where $ is tile sentenct given by Theorem 3.12 and o (~ ) is a descrip- 
lion of  the finite structare ~ up to isomorphism. 
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Appendix 
A1. The universe o f  set theory. An ordinal is the set of  all smaller ordi- 
nals. We define by transfinite recursion Vc, = Oa<c,P(V a) for each ordi- 
nal o~ and V = UaV~, is the universe of set theory. By a class (predicate 
or operation) we mean a class (predicate or operation) definable over V 
by some formula of  the language of  set theory described below. Thus. 
by the usual circumlocutions, all the results of this paper could be 
stated as theorems of ZFC. 
A2. Cardinals are initial ordinals. We use ~,X to vary over cardinals. 
is the first infinite cardinal, w I the next and t~* the smallest cardinal 
X > to. The cardinal of a set x is the cardinal equinumerous with x but 
Ix l is the larger of ~ and the cardinal o fx .  TC(x) is the transitive 
closure o fx  and H0¢) = {x : ITC(x)I < ~) for all cardinals ~ > w. H(~:) 
is a set since H(g) ~ V K . 
A3. The language o f  set theory has only a binary symbol E (to denote 
memL, ership) as non-logical symbol. The formulas are just those of the 
lower predicate calculus using E and equality. A bounded quantifier is 
of one of  the forms 
¥x(xEy -~ ...) or 3x(xEy  ^  ...). 
A &0-formula is one in which all quantifiers ~,,re bounded. A v ffformuta 
is one o f  the form 
By l"" 3YnR(x I"" xn, Y I ' "  Ym ) 
wheie R is &0. A I1 t-formula is one of the form 
Vy I ... VYm R(x i ... xtt, Y ~ "'" Ym ) 
where R is A 0. We use T for sets of  sentences of  tile language of  set 
theory. We say that T is true if all the sentence of  T hold in V. If this 
makes the reader unhappy lie can replace this by T ~ ZFC. Actually we 
shall only be concerned with those sentences in T of  some fixed 
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bounded complexity, for which truth is definable. Given a formula 
R(x I ,.. x n) we write RY(xl  ... x, )  for the result of binding all unbound 
quantifiers in R to), ,  i.e,, replace ach vx(...} by Vx(xEy -* ...) and 
3x(.,.} by 3x(xEy  A ...~, We say thai a class or predicate is Z t if it can 
be defined by a Z l-lk~rmuta. An operation is Z I if its graph is ~2 ~. 
A4. The Kripke-~Platek ~z\'ioms KP figt admissible sets consist c f  exten- 
sion~ity, the lull schema of foundation, pair, union, A0-separation and 
Ao-collection, 
,~o-separation: The universal closure of 
3zVx lxE :  ,--* xE y ^ R(x, y, ...)1 
for each ~0-formula R witll z not free. 
&o-collecthm: The universal closure of 
VxEygz  R(x ,y  z .... ) -+ 3wVxEygzEw R(x, y~ z .... ) 
for each &o-formula R with w not free. 
One can prove the existence of TC in KP, A i-separation and Z l-collec- 
tion. "Infinity" is the axiom that asserts the existence of w, Z i-separa- 
tion is like A0-separation except hat R ~s allowed to be ,".; I. Neither 
Infinity nor Z i-separation are theorems of KP. An admissible set is a 
transitive set A such that <,4,e> is a model of  KP. 
A5. Persistent and absolute predicates. Given two models (M, E> and 
<N, F> of some theory T in the language of set theory, <N, F) is an end 
extension of (M, E), written (ilt, E) ~end (N, F), if <M, E> C_C_ (N, F> and if 
aFb and b E M implies a E M, that is, no new elements are added by 
(N, F) to elements of (ill, E>. A predicate P(.x" ! ... x n) is persistent fi)r 
models o f  T if 
<M, E~ ~ P|a I ..- an ] and 0 I ,  E> c_en a <N, F~ implies <N, F> ~ Pla I ... an ] 
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for all models <M, E), <N, F) of Tand all a I ... a n E M.  it follows from a 
result of Feferman-Kreisel [5] that if  KP c_ T then P is persistent for 
models of T i f f  there is a Z l-formula R(x  i ... x,~ ~ such that ¥x I ... 
... Yx;~ [P(x I ... x n) ,--* R (x  1 ... XnD is a theorem of T. A predicate 
P(x I ... x n) is abso lu te jb r  mode ls  o f  T if for all models <M, E.~, <N, F~ of 
T, (M, E} C__en d(N, F) and all a I .., a n ~ M, 
(M,  E)  ~ P [a  I ... a n ] iff (N, F) ~ P[a  I ... a n I .  
Thus P is absolute for models of  T i f fP  and "-IP are persisten! for models 
of T. 
A6. The s tandard  part  o f  a mode l  o f  KP. Let ,!1~ = <M, E> be a model of  
KP. Let B be the set of  those :t ~ M such that there is no infinite se- 
quence a0, ..., a n .... of  elements of M with a o = a and a,~.lEa~ for each 
n < ~.  That is, B is the set of those a ,5 M for which the following in- 
duct ive  definition is defined: 
i (a) = {i(b)  : bEa)  . 
The function i is an isomorpl,,~sm between < B, E n B 2) and <A, e4 ? for a 
transitive set A. We call tid~ A the standard part ofM,  A = sp(M). We 
can identify B with A without confusion. The following result is part 
of the folklore. It generalizes Lemma 3.3 of I ! |. I f  ~I~ t= KP then  ,4 = 
sp(M) is an . -dmissible set.  The only axiom whose verification is not 
entirely routine is A0-collecti°n- Thus, suppose YxEa3y R(x ,  y ,  b) 
holds in A for a, b ~ A ,  where R is A 0. Then it also holds in M, as does 
VxEa3c~3y [R(x,y ,  b) ^  rank (v) = ~1 • 
Since ~ ~ KP, ~ is also a model of 
3[3VxEa 3y3~ < [3 3y lR 'x ,y .b )  A rank(y)  --- a] , 
and hence is a model of  
31east ~0 YxEa3y[rank (y)  < 8o ^  R(x ,y ,  b) ] .  
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Now the rank of  any y ~ A is st~mdard, so this least 130 is in A, being a 
union of standard ordinals. Now apply &0-collection again in M to get 
a w E M such that 
~L~l ~= Yx E a 3y E w R(x. )', b) ^ rank (y) </3 0 
and let w o = {yEw : ~!~ ~ (rank O') </3o)}. Then w o ~ A and 
YxEa  3yEw o R(x ,y ,  b) 
holds in M and hence in A,  being A 0. Tlms A is admissible. 
AT, Li~3' ~ theorem,  Let Rtx  I ,.. x m y )  be a E ! formula. L~vy [ 1 21 
proved in ZFC that ( f  a! ,., a,, E t ! (~)  j'or ~ > co and 3y R(a  ! ... an ,y )  
then 3y[y  E t t (~)  ^  R(a~ ... a n, y)].  We use this result an average of 
about once a page in this paper. It could be written more briefly as 
HIK) -<! V lk)r ~ > w, i,e,, f I (~) is a Z i-elementary submodel of  V for 
~>to .  
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Mr. Anders Nyberg ha,~ pointed out a mistake in tile proof of Tllcorem 
3.2. W~'aat we actually g'rove there is that given a sentence ~ in some 
strictly absolute logic L~ there is a sentence ~¢ E L, I with tile s~mle it(l~- 
ni~e models: our handling of the finite models is lklulty if tile underlying 
similarity type L is infinite. Fortunately, the whole problem of finite 
structures turns out to be a red herring if, instead of  using a single sorted 
interpolation theorem in the proot\ one merely uses a many sorted inter- 
polat~on theorem. The proof of the full Theorem 3.2 becomes easier, the 
remark following Theorem 3.2 can be strengthened to cover all finite and 
infinite structures, as caT1 theorem 3.12. The chief modification that 
needs to be made in the existing proofs is that instead of coding up every- 
thing on the universe of  a single sorted countably infinite structure ~3~, 
one uses a two sorted language and codes things up on the A' of  a two 
sorted structure <~;A ' ,  E, F~. The changes are obvious. Then, at the end, 
one uses Fefennan's [S. Feferman, Lectures on proof theory, i~!: Proc. of 
the Summer School iv Logic, Leeds, 1967, Lecture Notes in Math. (Sprin- 
ger, Berlin, 1968)] many sorted interpolation theorem tbr L4 ~nstead of 
the single sorted one. 
